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FREUND IP-INTEGRA
Access Control

Affordable quality products and solution that can be scaled in no time

FREUND IP-INTEGRA
ACCESS CONTROL
Customize your access control needs with
ease using our intuitive and user friendly
solutions.
FREUND INTEGRA ACC offers options for
employee time management by keeping
records of when a person swipes in or out
during the workday, as well as the booking of rooms in a given facility. Reservations can be made for premises, offices
and others places in a company, thereby
expanding the functionality of the standard access control system.
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IP INTEGRA Access control simplify administration and facilitate your
employees’ work.
With INTEGRA you can customize and
time-limit access authorizations.
Check where and when guests have
access, or give specific employees
access to specific areas at predefined
times. You can also incorporate holidays with just one click.
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IP INTEGRA ACCESS CONTROL can work with many different types of readers technologies. All INTEGRA products are CE-marked and comply with current EU legislation. With
an IP INTEGRA Access control system your employees can gain access with a simple PIN
password, keychain tag or card.

a Web-based Access Control
system set up, No
additional servers
or software to
install and configure!

BOX controllers have PoE+
support, so no
additional power supplies are
needed!

easily scalable system,
where adding additional
DIN BOX controllers
for 2/4 doors is just
plug-and-play, using
FREUND clustering/
auto-provisioning option!

customize your
solution to
your wishes and
needs.

Acces Controler
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Acces controler are IP/TCP based terminals that can control up to 2/4 doors respectively.
They come in standard 6M/9M DIN BOX respectively. Both are PoE+ ready which sources
4 electrical locks. Four built-in 230AC/30VDC multipurpose relays can be used for door
or lights control. They support the following interfaces: Wiegand 26/34, RS232, RS485,
and USB. Intuitive WEB interface is used for configuration on a network PC or remotely.

Software

We provide web-based, user-friendly, and intuitive software
to setup your Access Control System with just a few clicks. No
external servers or software is needed for the system to work.
Expand IP-INTEGRA ACC
solution with with IP-INTEGRA INTERCOM solution and manage it as
one system.

Easy integration with
3rd parts systems like
Fire protection, Intercom, Alarm Systems,
Smart Smart home systems etc.

Complete solution developed by FREUND R&D
team makes possible to
adapt solution as an
OEM product.

FREUND IP INTEGRA Access Control System
the perfect solution for you,
at an affordable cost

